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electronic techniques; funding provisions and cost estimates; stakeholder involvement etc.) dictates that all 
these disciplines be managed in an integrated manner, another cultural point indeed. 

To briefly highlight some points that will be discussed in depth in the full paper, it would make sense to refer 
to cultural conflicts as typical examples. Two factors impacting safety and performance of decommissioning 
activities are: the “working-yourself-out-of-a-job” syndrome, and the need to adjust to an ever-changing 
workplace. The former needs to be approached through a serious consideration of post-decommissioning 
reuse/redevelopment of site and staff conversion; the latter can be partly tackled through a reconciliation of 
objectives of different organizations working together onsite (e.g. operations staff, demolition contractors, 
waste managers). If improperly managed, both factors may induce poor motivation of the workforce, in itself 
conducive to poor performance and unsafe behaviour. Minor incidents and near-misses are indicators of an 
unhealthy environment, but to “cure the symptoms” is not enough. “Prevention is better than cure”. 
 

DevelopmENT OF GUIDANCE AND METHODICAL DOCUMENTS FOR PROVIDING THE 
DECOMMISSIONING OF RADIATION-HAZARDOUS OBJECT 

Alexander Ermakov 

 (Federal Center for Nuclear and Radiation Safety (JSC FCNRS), Moscow) 

JSC FCNRS developed and approbated guidance and methodical documents for providing the facility to 
radiologically safe status in the course of Building B decommissioning activity at JSC VNIINM (A.A. Bochvar 
High-Technology Scientific Research Institute for Inorganic Materials). 

The scope of application of the documents developed is as follows: 

• preliminary segregation of radwaste into streams during its collection and preparation for removal 
from facilities/ sites under decommissioning; 

• express assessment of specific activity (activity) of radwaste generated in the course of dismantling 
and decontamination activities; 

• radiological survey of premises and building structures following completion of dismantling and 
decontamination activities; 

• SRW processing (compaction, reduction in size), packaging, characterisation and containerisation in 
order to reduce risks of spread of radioactive contamination. 

Documents that have been developed can be used both at nuclear facilities/ sites similar to the JSC VNIINM 
Building B in terms of work stages and types of waste to be generated, and other facilities/ sites taking into 
consideration their peculiarities.  

 

 

Session: JAVYS Experience with Back-End of Nuclear Power Engineering – Progress in Last 2 
Years 

 

EVALUATION OF THE I. STAGE OF DECOMMISSIONING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE II. 
STAGE OF DECOMMISSIONING OF NPP V1 

Eva Hrašnová 

 (JAVYS, a.s.) 

1. Introduction of company Nuclear and Decommissioning Company, plc. 

1.4.2006 – responsibility, activities personel, technology & property overtake from SE 

Ministry of Economy SR is the only JAVYS  shareholder 

Activities: 

•  NPP V1 Decommissioning   

•  NPP A1 Decommissioning 

•  RAW Management 

•  Institutional RAW & Detected RAM  
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•  Spent Fuel Management 

•  Tasks related to New NPP Build 

Location of facilities: Bratislava, Trnava, Jaslovské Bohunice, Mochovce 

 

2. Evaluation of the I. stage of decommissioning and implementation of the II. Stage of 
decommissioning of NPP V1 

Introduction of Bohunice siete 

Introduction of V1 NPP:  

- Technical parameters 

- History:1972 Construction, 1979 -80 Units start up, Small reconstruction, Gradual reconstruction, 
Governmental Resolution No. 801/1999 on pre-mature shut down of NPP V1 (1st Unit in 2006) & (2nd Unit in 
2008), 2006 1st Unit shut down, 2008 2st Unit shut down, 2011 Launch of 1st stage of decommissioning, 2015 
Launch of 1st stage of decommissioning 

 

General data about decommissioning NPP V1: 

Main steps: end of operation, characterization, modifications, disassembles, demolitions, site restoration, 
Materials management processes 

Description: OPTION  1 - Immediate Dismantling Option (IDO) 

 

Evaluation of the I. stage of decommissioning 

• Preparation of technologies, procedures, personnel, organization,  

• Demolitions 

• Dismantling 

• Decontamination of the primary circuit 

• Treatment of historical waste sludges and sorbents 

• Lessons learned 

• Engineering of 2nd stage 

• Licence of 2nd stage decommissioning NPP V1 

• Tasks of the 2nd stage:  

Decontamination, dismantling and demolition project in contaminated areas 

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE II. STAGE DECOMMISSIONING OF A1 NPP  
Tomáš Fischer 

 (JAVYS, a.s.) 

Presentation is focused on the implementation of the II. stage decommissioning of A1 NPP. 

Introductory part focuses on brief characteristics of the power plant with a history of peration, basic technical 
parameters and actions that were made after operation. 

The next section describes the basic schedule for decommissioning,  structure of management and 
implementation of the II. stage decommissioning of the A1 NPP and objectives of the individual stages. 

The last and largest part of the presentation is devoted to detailed description of the II. stage 
decommissioning of the A1 NPP, its individual tasks and verbal and visual description of the activities that were 
performed. Presented is decommissioning of the technology and construction of external objects NPP A1 
including storage tanks for liquid RAW, next are presented activities carried out in the Main Production Unit - 


